Glocal alliance around coffee in coffee shops
A cup of coffee can reveal global injustice if it is the result of asymmetrical commercial
brokering. A cup of coffee can reveal the lives of hundreds of people who make an effort in its
production (soil preparation, nurseries, planting, pruning, harvesting), processing (pulping,
washing, drying, hulling, roasting), packaging and its commercialization (as grams, instant
coffee, cups of coffee; transported on foot, by mules, vehicles, ships and trucks).
Life and death can be understood in a cup of coffee.
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Injustice is worsening under our own noses: the price to the producer compared to the final
value of coffee has been systematically dropping in nearly a century. In the 1930s, Wickizer
(19431) reported that a producer family got 33% of the final price for their coffee; at the
beginning of the 1970s, Calfat and Flores, 2001:82) calculated that the producer family received
20%; by the end of that same decade of
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the 1970s, Clairmonte and Cavanagh
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(19803) calculated it to be 27.6%; by
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the end of the 1990s, Pelupessy
(19994) calculated that the producer
family got between 15-20%; by 1997
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Talbot (1997 5 ) calculated that a
producer family got less than 10%. By
2001, Mendoza and Bastiaensen
(20036) calculated that a producer
HI
family got between 7% (fair trade chain)
and 11% (Nestle-Sainsbury chain) of
the final price of instant coffee. See
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Graph. If we use that data to compare it
to the price of a cup of coffee, a
producer family gets less than1% of the
I
final price. This last calculation was
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done 20 years ago, what would it look
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like now?
The peasantry which is the sector that produces the most coffee in Latin America and the
Caribbean is also losing ground in other areas of coffee: it is trapped in the raw material curse, it
sells parchment coffee and even cherry coffee; peasant women recall that more than 50 years
ago they would keep the first quality coffee for their own family use, now they keep the third
quality and even the worst coffee, and even a good part of the year buy instant coffee from
companies.
The peasantry makes decisions using the NY price as a reference point, and even a good part
of them sell their future coffee; i.e. sell 1 quintal of parchment coffee between June and August
of each year at a price that is equal to a third of the street price of that same parchment coffee
during the harvest season (November to February). It is a product sold before it is harvested,
which they will deliver during the coffee harvest without receiving an additional cent.
Fair trade, direct trade and so many other certifications offer prices for export quality coffee (raw
material, FOB price) based on the NY price + premium for being organic or a social premium
($20 per quintal of export coffee). There is not even one organization or company that offers
prices based on the final value of the product – be it ground or instant coffee – much less based
on the final value of a cup of coffee in a coffee shop. Consequently, the graph will continue
reflecting global injustice: condemning the peasantry to only producing the raw material,
extracting value from their efforts expressed in coffee, and paying them based on a speculative
price, and decade after decade paying them less and less.
In this model the peasantry sells parchment coffee and coffee in cherry form under the “caudillo”
principle (buyer and manager appear as the “savior”) and justice as defined by the market:
money is what is important.
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We do not want to take the path of mediation. That is why we are building an alliance of actors
guided by social justice, in pursuit of contributing to equity. It is an alliance between Community
Social Enterprises (CSEs) in Nicaragua, WPF in the USA and university coffee shops in the
USA. We find ourselves in an experimental stage. We describe this phase in what follows, and
we guide ourselves in that by breaking down the data, and then we list the agreements of the
alliance.
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The attached table is a first step in making the costs transparent. It is based on the price of 1 lb
of coffee served in 30 cups of coffee in a coffee shop. We use the price of US$2.30/cup for
these calculations; the price of expresso or cappuccino coffee is higher, but we prefer to use the
lower price to show the possibilities that exist to act with justice. We highlight 3 elements from
the Table 1. First, the value that is left to the coffee shop after deducting its costs which we
estimate to be 79.3% (65% + 17.1%). Secondly, the FOB price includes its costs: milling and
exporting, administration and harvest collection, transportation and price to the producer. It is
worth noting that US$1.90 is a price that a good number of fair trade buyers are paying. Third,
the price to the producer does not include the costs of production in the table, but it is estimated
to be between 70-80% of price, or in other words between US$1.09 and $1.25/lb.
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Table 2 complements table 1 showing the equitable character of the glocal alliance. First,
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concerning the profits of the coffee shop, they are shared with the CSE 50-50. (US$6.15/lb).
Secondly, in the month of April, at the moment the coffee ships, WPF will pay an adjustment of
US$0.40/lb to the producers, for a total of $2.30/lb (1.90 + .40). Third, from the balance of
US$5.75 the CSEs will distribute 50% (US$2.87) for reinvestment, social and community funds,
and the other 50% (US$2.87) will be distributed individually, depending on the amount of coffee
that each producer has turned in. The only actor who will not receive profits will be WPF, that is
due to its decision to facilitate and accompany this model, in addition to providing credit to the
CSEs as well as the university coffee shop for the initial investment in the set up of the coffee
shop.
Under this arrangement, a producer receives in cash US$4.83/lb, and as an organized producer
a total of $7.71/lb. Compared to the final value of coffee sold in coffee shops, the producer
receives 11.17%. If we measure this arrangement on the basis of grams of instant coffee, the
producer receives 38.7% (assuming that a 1 lb of roasted coffee costs US$20). Here we are
starting to feel that coffee can be a window toward just processes that guide our steps.
In this model the peasant family is selling roasted coffee and coffee by the cup.
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The financial part is important, but not fundamental. Money is a means, not the goal. Within the
framework of the alliance there are agreements and rules for the 3 actors, they are agreements
and rules to be carried out by the CSEs and their members. These agreements and rules are
still in the process of being reflected upon, we mention them here as a sign of what is
happening.
Agreements to be followed by the three actors:
-

-

Coffee shops should be established in universities in the United States and in
Nicaragua, and that both should be windows of learning - about price formation, the
economics of brokering, negotiations and developing a culture of service to humanity;
Mutual transparency with information and showing our weaknesses and strengths that
we experience in the search for that social and environmental equity. To learn is to listen
and learn to change. Data from the coffee shop is as important as data from the farm,
data from the students as well as how women and men are dealing with diversified
farms, and not embracing mono-cropping agriculture.
Building mutual loyalty in a long-term lasting relationship. If the NY price shoots up, the
producers are not led away by that price and do turn their coffee into their organization7.
If the NY price falls, WPF and the coffee shops will overcome the temptation to buy
cheap coffee from brokers and roasters, will purchase it from the CSEs and supply the
coffee shops at the prices agreed upon, while they keep the agreement of the
adjustment in April and the distribution of the rest of the surplus in September of each
year. The university students, members of WPF and members of the CSEs are loyal to
one another.
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The sharing of the surplus based on the profit of the coffee shop is an effect of the processes
that dozens of people representated in the 3 organizations are following: CSE, WPF and the
coffee shops. The CSEs, under the accompaniment of WPF and the university students of the
USA, promise to:
-

-

Collect the harvest in the community to save transportation costs for the producer
family, paying them for the coffee in the community itself, drying the coffee to 12
degrees of humidity, and saving bit by bit to invest in a huller. Be an efficient and
effective organization.
Fully implement the profit sharing, being transparent with their membership, being
democratic and rooted in the community. That the community runs the CSEs in a
decentralized way.
Work on innovative policies to increase equity: providing a pension to their members
who are over 80; providing 50% of one share worth C$1,000 to adolescents between
12-16 years of age who are daughters, granddaughters or nieces of shareholder
members of the CSEs.

The members of the CSE promise to:
-

Turn their coffee in to their organization
Follow in a gradual and sustained way the 12 principles which follow in the box.
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This process moves forward with on-site accompaniment For that purpose we have a team of
consultants who are completely involved in the process, not as an external consultant, but as
part of the CSE themselves and the glocal chain of the alliance. It is an accompaniment that
c!

studies the data of the 3 actors, which prioritizes listening and playing the role of the bee:
“pollinating” (connecting). And it is an accompaniment that organizes certificate programs for
female and male leaders of the communities.
René Mendoza Vidaurre, PhD. Adviser to cooperatives in Central America rmvidaurre@gmail.com
Mark Lester, CEO of the Winds of Peace Foundation, marklest@gmail.com
Articles on cooperatives in Central America: http://peacewinds.org/research
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